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Among the Hidden
All three books in C.J. Cherryh's epic The Faded Sun trilogy, Kesrith, Shon'jir, and
Kutath, collected in one volume. They were the mri—tall, secretive, bound by
honor and the rigid dictates of their society. For aeons this golden-skinned, goldeneyed race had provided the universe mercenary soldiers of almost unimaginable
ability. But now the mri have faced an enemy unlike any other—an enemy whose
only way of war is widespread destruction. These "humans" are mass fighters,
creatures of the herb, and the mri have been slaughtered like animals. Now, in the
aftermath of war, the mri face extinction. It will be up to three individuals to save
whatever remains of this devastated race: a warrior—one of the last survivors of
his kind; a priestess of this honorable people; and a lone human—a man sworn to
aid the enemy of his own kind. Can they retrace the galaxy-wide path of this
nomadic race back through millennia to reclaim the ancient world that first gave
them life?

Fifth Sun
The long-awaited sequel to the Hugo award-winning novels Cyteen and Downbelow
Station. The direct sequel to Cyteen, Regenesis continues the story of Ariane
Emory, Personal Replicate, the genetic clone of one of the greatest scientists
humanity has ever produced, and of her search for the murderer of her progenitorthe original Ariane Emory. Murder, politics, deception, and genetic and
psychological manipulation combine against a backdrop of interstellar human
factions at odds to confront questions that have remained unanswered for two
decades Who killed the original Ariane Emory? And can her Personal Replicate
avoid the same fate?

Water Safety with Swimmy
Port Eternity Their names were Lancelot, Elaine, Percivale, Gawain, Mordred,
Lynette and Vivien, and they were made people, clone servants who worked
aboard The Maid, an anachronistic fantasy of a spaceship. They had no idea of
their origins, from those old storytapes of romance, chivalry, heroism and betrayal,
until a ripple in the space-time continuum sucked The Maid and her crew into a noman’s land from which there could be no return, and they were left alone to face a
crisis which their ancient prototypes were never designed to master… Wave
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Without a Shore Freedom was an isolated planet, off the main spaceways and
rarely visited by commercial spacers. It wasn’t that Freedom was inhospitable, the
problem was that outsiders—tourists and traders—claimed that the streets were
crowded with mysterious blue-robed aliens. Native-born humans, however, denied
that these aliens existed—until a planetary crisis forced a confrontation between
the question of reality and the reality of the question… Voyager in the Night Rafe
Murray, his sister Jillian, and Jillian’s husband Paul Gaines, like many other out-ofluck spacers, had come to newly built Endeavor Station to find their future. Their
tiny ship, Lindy, had been salvaged from the junk heap, and fitted to mine ore from
the mineral-rich rings which circled Endeavor. But their future proved to be far
stranger than any of them imagined, when a “collision” with a huge alien vessel
provided them with the oddest first contact experience possible!

The Paladin
It was that transitional time of the world, when man first brought the clang of iron
and the reek of smoke to the lands which before had echoed only with fairy voices.
In that dawn of man and death of magic there yet remained one last untouched
place—the small forest of Ealdwood—which kept the magic intact, and protected
the old ways. And there was one who dwelt there, Arafel the Sidhe, who had more
pride and love of the world as it used to be than any of her kind. But fear of the
world of Faery ran deep in the hearts of men, and when Ciaran Cuilean, Lord of
Caer Wiell, a man with Elvish blood in his veins, found himself the object of
increasing distrust and suspicion from his men, his king, and even his own family,
he knew he must once again put his humanity aside and return to Ealdwood. For
shadows of a newly awakened evil swarmed across both lands, and unless Ciaran
reclaimed his haunted weapons from the Tree of Swords and joined Arafel, he
would see this evil overtake not only the warm hearthstones of the mortal keeps
but the silvery heart of Ealdwood itself!

The Complete Morgaine
Water Safety with Swimmy is a fun book about Swimmy and his 5 friends who learn
10 very important Water Safety Rules that should be used any time they are
around water. A great book for children ages 2 to 8 to start to learn to be safer
around any body of water which also gives a comprehensive summary of the rules
at the end. Please read this book with your children and discuss the rules each
time you visit a pool, lake, ocean, or have any swimming experience. For older
children, the book can be memorized by singing the rhyme to the tune of “Twinkle
Twinkle Little Star”. Endorsements for Water Safety with Swimmy: “Every child
needs to know these rules. Since we have a swimming pool, I will be sharing this
book with my 3 year old grandson when he visits next time.” – Jack Canfield, Coauthor of Chicken Soup for the Parent’s Soul “This book should be on the bookshelf
of every parent of a small child and read to them frequently. Water safety rules are
a necessary part of parenting. Carolanne makes teaching them easy and fun.” – B.
E. Van Loon, Author and Parenting Expert

Pride of Chanur
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Thrust into leadership upon the death of his emperor father, young Prince Ahkin
feels completely unready for his new position. Though his royal blood controls the
power of the sun, he’s now responsible for the lives of all the Chicome people. And
despite all Ahkin’s efforts, the sun is fading—and the end of the world may be at
hand. For Mayana, the only daughter of the Chicome family whose blood controls
the power of water, the old emperor’s death may mean that she is next. Prince
Ahkin must be married before he can ascend the throne, and Mayana is one of six
noble daughters presented to him as a possible wife. Those who are not chosen
will be sacrificed to the gods. Only one girl can become Ahkin’s bride. Mayana and
Ahkin feel an immediate connection, but the gods themselves may be against
them. Both recognize that the ancient rites of blood that keep the gods appeased
may be harming the Chicome more than they help. As a bloodred comet and the
fading sun bring a growing sense of dread, only two young people may hope to
change their world. Rich in imagination and romance, and based on the legends
and history of the Aztec and Maya people, The Seventh Sun brings to vivid life a
world on the edge of apocalyptic disaster.

The Faded Sun, Shon'jir
Brought to Hestia to build a dam for the failing colony, Sam Merrit discovers that
intelligent alien beings are responsible for sabotaging the colony.

Exile's Gate
The Hugo Award-winning classic sci-fi novel about interstellar war. The Beyond
started with the Stations orbiting the stars nearest Earth. The Great Circle the
interstellar freighters traveled was long, but not unmanageable, and the early
Stations were emotionally and politically dependent on Mother Earth. The Earth
Company which ran this immense operation reaped incalculable profits and
influenced the affairs of nations. Then came Pell, the first station centered around
a newly discovered living planet. The discovery of Pell's World forever altered the
power balance of the Beyond. Earth was no longer the anchor which kept this vast
empire from coming adrift, the one living mote in a sterile universe. But Pell was
just the first living planet. Then came Cyteen, and later others, and a new and
frighteningly different society grew in the farther reaches of space. The importance
of Earth faded and the Company reaped ever smaller profits as the economic focus
of space turned outward. But the powerful Earth Fleet was sitll a presence in the
Beyond, and Pell Station was to become the last stronghold in a titanic struggle
between the vast, dynamic forces of the rebel Union and those who defended
Earth's last, desperate grasp for the stars.

The Promise of Love
Edited by New York Times bestselling author Lori Foster—a deeply moving
romance anthology from six award-winning and bestselling authors Everyone has
secrets—some go deeper than others. They remain buried until the moment is
right, the moment your heart is laid bare and embraced by a man who knows how
to respect and protect. These stories feature women who are survivors of stormy
pasts, and the good men who have become stronger for understanding them.
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Together they can overcome anything, with a love born of compassion Features
novellas from Lori Foster, Erin McCarthy, Sylvia Day, Jamie Denton, Kate Douglas,
and Kathy Love—these six stories are a bounty of riches for those who enjoy
reading about love and the potential it has to change our lives.

The Seventh Sun
The masterful novel of Jazz Age idealism, decadence, and disillusionment by the
celebrated author of The Beautiful and Damned. Here is the timeless story of
mysterious millionaire Jay Gatsby; beautiful debutant Daisy Buchanan; Daisy’s
philandering husband, Tom; and aspiring writer Nick Carraway, who gets caught up
in their drama of elegant parties and doomed romance. With its vivid prose and
perceptive character portraits, it is widely considered to be author F. Scott
Fitzgerald’s masterpiece, as well as one of the greatest novels ever written.
Adapted for stage and screen numerous times, The Great Gatsby is emblematic of
the style and sensibility of the Roaring Twenties as well as a brilliant evocation of
popular culture’s growing disillusionment with the American Dream.

Regenesis
Over a millennium ago, Erna, a seismically active yet beautiful world was settled
by colonists from far-distant Earth. But the seemingly habitable planet was fraught
with perils no one could have foretold. The colonists found themselves caught in a
desperate battle for survival against the fae, a terrifying natural force with the
power to prey upon the human mind itself, drawing forth a person's worst
nightmare images or most treasured dreams and indiscriminately giving them life.
Twelve centuries after fate first stranded the colonists on Erna, mankind has
achieved an uneasy stalemate, and human sorcerers manipulate the fae for their
own profit, little realizing that demonic forces which feed upon such efforts are
rapidly gaining in strength. Now, as the hordes of the dark fae multiply, four
people—Priest, Adept, Apprentice, and Sorcerer—are about to be drawn inexorably
together for a mission which will force them to confront an evil beyond their
imagining, in a conflict which will put not only their own lives but the very fate of
humankind in jeopardy. From the Trade Paperback edition.

Tar Heel Traveler
In a future where the Population Police enforce the law limiting a family to only two
children, Luke, an illegal third child, has lived all his twelve years in isolation and
fear on his family's farm in this start to the Shadow Children series from Margaret
Peterson Haddix. Luke has never been to school. He's never had a birthday party,
or gone to a friend's house for an overnight. In fact, Luke has never had a friend.
Luke is one of the shadow children, a third child forbidden by the Population Police.
He's lived his entire life in hiding, and now, with a new housing development
replacing the woods next to his family's farm, he is no longer even allowed to go
outside. Then, one day Luke sees a girl's face in the window of a house where he
knows two other children already live. Finally, he's met a shadow child like himself.
Jen is willing to risk everything to come out of the shadows—does Luke dare to
become involved in her dangerous plan? Can he afford not to?
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The Faded Sun Trilogy Omnibus
For the first time in one volume--the complete trilogy comprised of the novels
"Kesrith, Shon'jir, " and "Kutath." A race of golden-skinned, golden eyed creatures
is nearly annihilated in a war with "human" fighters. It's up to three individuals to
save the race from extinction. Can they retrace the galaxy-wide path of this
nomadic race through millennia to reclaim the ancient world that gave them life?

The Faded Sun, Kesrith
Carter and Sadie, offspring of the brilliant Egyptologist Dr. Julius Kane, embark on a
worldwide search for the Book of Ra, but the House of Life and the gods of chaos
are determined to stop them.

Downbelow Station
A social outcast, Thomas Bowe is caught between the rivalry of two merchant
spaceships, one headed by his father and one by the woman whom his father had
raped long ago. By the Hugo Award-winning author of Cyteen. Reprint.

The Throne of Fire
A Union ship headed for the spaceways seems a perfect vehicle for Elizabeth
Yeager's escape, until she learns the ship is the bait in a plot to eliminate a group
of space pirates

The Faded Sun Trilogy
The priestess-queen Melein and the warrior Niun are aided by the human Sten
Duncan in the desperate attempt to save the dying planet Kutath

The Bear and the Nightingale
From C.J. Cherryh, one of science fiction′s greatest writers and a 3-time Hugo
Award "Best Novel" winner, comes the exciting and long-awaited follow-up to
Hammerfall, the second novel of the Gene Wars, now in mass market. In the
second volume of "The Gene Wars," C. J. Cherryh further explores the captivating
new universe where two interstellar empires, scarred by nanotechnology
weaponry, hover in an uneasy detente. Perched at the edge of the galaxy, tiny
Concord Station holds the balance of the universe within its carefully regulated
worlds. For, created to carefully monitor the crucial desert planet below, it lies in
the tenuous intersection between the territories of Earth and the alien Ondat.
Marak Trin Tain has saved a planet′s people from total destruction, when the
implacable ondat sent down a hammerfall to destroy the planet and keep its
deadly nanoceles from changing life and evolution forever. But the regrowing
planet is fragile, and a deadly cataclysm could destroy Marak--and with him, the
hope for peace within the universe. Meanwhile, on Concord, an unexpected ship
from Earth disrupts the uneasy truces between human and alien, and the
consequences could restart the terrible Gene Wars that once destroyed most of
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humanity.

Cloud's Rider
Forged by Fire
Gates of Ivrel, Well of Shiuan, Fires of Azeroth.

Tripoint
Teenage Gerald, who has spent years protecting his fragile half-sister from their
abusive father, faces the prospect of one final confrontation before the problem
can be solved.

Black Sun Rising
Three notable science fiction authors pit men and women against difficult alien
races in their respective stories of extraterrestrial wars of the future

The Great Gatsby
In this new paranormal fantasy series, a powerful woman who can see the dead
must choose whether to forge a new path for herself and her family…. “The
problem with ghosts is that they don’t quite realize that they’re dead.” Voada
Paorach can see the dead. It is a family trait, but one that has had to remain
hidden since the Mundoan Empire conquered her people’s land three generations
ago. But this ghost isn’t the same as the others she has glimpsed, the lost souls
she has helped to find their way to the land beyond life. This ghost demands that
Voada follow a new path, one that will mean leaving behind everything and
everyone she has known and loved. Voada will come to understand the power that
her people possess, but she will also learn the steep price that must be paid for
such a gift. Fast-moving and intense, A Fading Sun explores grief, sacrifice,
ambition, and the forging of personality in the crucible of war.

The Red
Together for the first time in one volume—all four novels in the dark science fiction
epic, the Morgaine Cycle. The gates were relics of a lost era, a linked network of
portals that the ruthless Qual empire used to span Time and Space. The Science
Buereau has come to believe that sometime, somewhere in the unreachable past,
someone has done the unthinkable and warped the very fabric of the universe
using these gates. Now, it is up to Morgaine, a mysterious woman aided by a single
warrior honor-bound to serve her, to travel from world to world sealing the ancient
gates whose very existence threatens the integrity of all worlds From the Trade
Paperback edition.

The Faded Sun, Kesrith
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For the first time in one volume--the complete trilogy comprised of the novels
"Kesrith, Shon'jir, " and "Kutath." A race of golden-skinned, golden eyed creatures
is nearly annihilated in a war with "human" fighters. It's up to three individuals to
save the race from extinction. Can they retrace the galaxy-wide path of this
nomadic race through millennia to reclaim the ancient world that gave them life?

Rimrunners
For the first time in one volume--the complete trilogy comprised of the novels
"Kesrith, Shon'jir, " and "Kutath." A race of golden-skinned, golden eyed creatures
is nearly annihilated in a war with "human" fighters. It's up to three individuals to
save the race from extinction. Can they retrace the galaxy-wide path of this
nomadic race through millennia to reclaim the ancient world that gave them life?

The Faded Sun
The Faded Sun, Shon'jir
A modern-day classic. This highly acclaimed adventure series about two friends
desperate to save their doomed city has captivated kids and teachers alike for
almost fifteen years and has sold over 3.5 MILLION copies! The city of Ember was
built as a last refuge for the human race. Two hundred years later, the great lamps
that light the city are beginning to flicker. When Lina finds part of an ancient
message, she’s sure it holds a secret that will save the city. She and her friend
Doon must race to figure out the clues before the lights go out on Ember forever!
Nominated to 28 State Award Lists! An American Library Association Notable
Children’s Book A New York Public Library 100 Titles for Reading and Sharing
Selection A Kirkus Reviews Editors’ Choice A Child Magazine Best Children’s Book A
Mark Twain Award Winner A William Allen White Children’s Book Award Winner “A
realistic post-apocalyptic world. DuPrau’s book leaves Doon and Lina on the verge
of undiscovered country and readers wanting more.” —USA Today “An electric
debut.” —Publishers Weekly, Starred “While Ember is colorless and dark, the book
itself is rich with description.” —VOYA, Starred “A harrowing journey into the
unknown, and cryptic messages for readers to decipher.” —Kirkus Reviews, Starred

The Faded Sun
Katherine Arden’s bestselling debut novel spins an irresistible spell as it announces
the arrival of a singular talent with a gorgeous voice. “A beautiful deep-winter
story, full of magic and monsters and the sharp edges of growing up.”—Naomi
Novik, bestselling author of Uprooted Winter lasts most of the year at the edge of
the Russian wilderness, and in the long nights, Vasilisa and her siblings love to
gather by the fire to listen to their nurse’s fairy tales. Above all, Vasya loves the
story of Frost, the blue-eyed winter demon. Wise Russians fear him, for he claims
unwary souls, and they honor the spirits that protect their homes from evil. Then
Vasya’s widowed father brings home a new wife from Moscow. Fiercely devout,
Vasya’s stepmother forbids her family from honoring their household spirits, but
Vasya fears what this may bring. And indeed, misfortune begins to stalk the
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village. But Vasya’s stepmother only grows harsher, determined to remake the
village to her liking and to groom her rebellious stepdaughter for marriage or a
convent. As the village’s defenses weaken and evil from the forest creeps nearer,
Vasilisa must call upon dangerous gifts she has long concealed—to protect her
family from a threat sprung to life from her nurse’s most frightening tales. Praise
for The Bear and the Nightingale “Arden’s debut novel has the cadence of a
beautiful fairy tale but is darker and more lyrical.”—The Washington Post “Vasya
[is] a clever, stalwart girl determined to forge her own path in a time when women
had few choices.”—The Christian Science Monitor “Stunning . . . will enchant
readers from the first page. . . . with an irresistible heroine who wants only to be
free of the bonds placed on her gender and claim her own fate.”—Publishers
Weekly (starred review) “Utterly bewitching . . . a lush narrative . . . an immersive,
earthy story of folk magic, faith, and hubris, peopled with vivid, dynamic
characters, particularly clever, brave Vasya, who outsmarts men and demons alike
to save her family.”—Booklist (starred review) “An extraordinary retelling of a very
old tale . . . The Bear and the Nightingale is a wonderfully layered novel of family
and the harsh wonders of deep winter magic.”—Robin Hobb

The City of Ember
For the first time in one volume--the complete trilogy comprised of the novels
"Kesrith, Shon'jir, " and "Kutath." A race of golden-skinned, golden eyed creatures
is nearly annihilated in a war with "human" fighters. It's up to three individuals to
save the race from extinction. Can they retrace the galaxy-wide path of this
nomadic race through millennia to reclaim the ancient world that gave them life?

Forty Thousand in Gehenna
Redemption. Love. Betrayal. An ancient evils stirs. Unleashing… The Paladin. James
Goltree put Mariposa in his rearview mirror five years ago, escaping a past and a
family he's desperately ashamed of. But now the Air Force Office of Special
Investigations agent must return after the death of his grandfather. The
grandfather he helped send to prison. Emergency room LPN Madison Campbell's
quiet life is turned upside down when her son inherits enough money from James'
grandfather to settle all their financial woes. But there are strings. James and
Madison throw sparks neither has ever felt before. But now isn't the right time for a
man unwilling to commit and woman still crippled by betrayal to fall in love. Not
when a killer has once again come to town, one with an unfathomable,
unbelievable agenda. James and Madison must embrace and overcome their pasts
to defeat evil and find a love that transcends time.

Alternate Realities
"Hazard notice: contains military grade profantiy"--Back cover.

Ashes of the Sun
Morgaine must meet her greatest challenge—Gault, who is both human and alien,
and also seeks control of the world and its Gate. She will meet the true
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Gatemaster—a mysterious lord with power as great, or greater, than her own.

The Dreaming Tree
Sten Duncan had saved the lives of the last two of humanity's deadliest enemies,
during the takeover of their planet Kesrith. Sten therefore felt responsible for them
and for their future--if any.

Alien Stars
In a fantastic city of canals, seventeen-year-old gondolier Altair Jones finds herself
involved in aristocratic plots and mortal danger when she rescues a man thrown
into the canal to drown

Forge of Heaven
Fifth Sun offers a comprehensive history of the Aztecs, spanning the period before
conquest to a century after the conquest, based on rarely-used Nahuatl-language
sources written by the indigenous people.

Hestia
When the colonists on Gehenna are abandoned for political reasons and supply
ships fail to arrive, the colony begins to collapse until the colonists join forces with
the planet's native reptillian calibans to survive

The Book of Morgaine
"Ashes of the Sun is fantasy at its finest"--Nicholas Eames, author of Kings of the
Wyld Long ago, a magical war destroyed an empire, and a new one was built in its
ashes. But still the old grudges simmer, and two siblings will fight on opposite sides
to save their world in the start of Django Wexler's new epic fantasy trilogy. Gyre
hasn't seen his beloved sister since their parents sold her to the mysterious
Twilight Order. Now, twelve years after her disappearance, Gyre's sole focus is
revenge, and he's willing to risk anything and anyone to claim enough power to
destroy the Order. Chasing rumors of a fabled city protecting a powerful artifact,
Gyre comes face-to-face with his lost sister. But she isn't who she once was.
Trained to be a warrior, Maya wields magic for the Twilight Order's cause. Standing
on opposite sides of a looming civil war, the two siblings will learn that not even
the ties of blood will keep them from splitting the world in two.

A Fading Sun
A blend of oral history and memoir with a good dose of quirky humor, the Tar Heel
Traveler is a celebratory look at the people and places of North Carolina. Mason is
the TV reporter—the Tar Heel Traveler—who journeys across North Carolina
profiling colorful characters and out-of-the-way places.

Angel with the Sword
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